Homecoming Celebration Dropped By UPB

Steven Browley

Just in time for a marked midterm election, the "Show Me State" is giving UPB a chance to take it's eyes off research, paper work, and events in administrative work.

In an editorial last Thursday, "Up To Here (in "Up To Here") stressed that this year's Homecoming means for the students, "the purpose of Homecoming is to see if Homecoming would be successful in another year.

The public relations people of St. Louis certainly are taking advantage of this special Homecoming. On the campus, in the city's public relations offices, there is almost no end in the list of students who are being interviewed about the Homecoming activities.

The publicity situation is being handled by the students themselves. During the past few weeks, students have been interviewed on the radio and television, and have been seen in a dark, gray suit without the Homecoming logo.

And the students are beginning to realize that the Homecoming is a success. According to Maclean, the University is making efforts to show the students that the Homecoming is a success.

"The problem is, we get publicity and we're happy about it," MacLean said. "We want City College to have as much publicity as possible for the Homecoming activities."
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**Newsbriefs**

**Rifkin To Speak On Genetic Engineering On Oct. 28**

Jeremy Rifkin, a social critic, will be on campus Monday, Oct. 28, to speak on genetic engineering in the Atrium of the University Center.

Rifkin will speak at a general lecture, open to the public at 3:50 p.m. in the University Center Atrium. It will be followed by a campus-wide town meeting at 5:15 p.m. in the University Center's Atrium. The town meeting will enable students to ask questions following Rifkin’s lecture.

Rifkin has authored eight books in the last ten years on economic policy and will be in St. Louis to discuss the emerging field of genetic engineering. The books have been translated into 33 languages.

Rifkin was named a fellow of the Royal Society, England, for his pioneering research in sustainable development and has been called one of the world’s most influential thinkers by *Britain’s New Statesman.*

**Student Association African Drive Raises $400**

Daniel A. Kimack

With a drive that raised $400 for Tanzania last fall, the UA Student Government is organizing the second annual AFrican Drive.

"Our goal this year is to raise $600 for Tanzania," said Daniel A. Kimack, director of the University Service Project.

"We plan on our annual drive to include games, such as bingo, and collect donations throughout the week."

**LSAT Preparation Course**

Preparation for the October LSAT will be held on the College of Arts and Sciences campus. The course will be held on Saturday, Oct. 26, from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.

**Declaration of a Heretic Jeremy Rifkin**

Jeremy Rifkin represents a new breed of heretic. He is the man who is saying NO to the modern scientific world view and the Age of Reason. He is proposing that we give up science as we know it, to make room for a human, ethical vision which can guide us in the world of tomorrow.

Millions of dollars of investments have been put on hold, academic journals are under pressure in this area, and the establishment has been placed in certain new fields of commercial development. This book is based on hitherto unexplored thought on what he opposes and why, and describes the human, ethical vision which can guide us in the world of tomorrow.

Rifkin is a member of the American Association for the Advancement of Science and the New York Academy of Sciences. He is the first broadcast educator to hold the position.

**Free Personal Counseling Available In Satellite Office**

The Counseling Service will open a satellite office on the Marietta campus on Thursday, Oct. 24, from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. The office will be open to all personal, vocational and educational counseling to students, faculty and staff.

To make an appointment call 719-0071.

**The College Of Arts And Sciences To Prepare Course Content Booklet**

At the request of the Dean’s Student Advisory Council, the College of Arts and Sciences faculty have been asked to prepare a content booklet for all courses.

The academic content of the students’ courses is provided in a course description, activities of the course, materials and grading procedures.

The recommended way to best utilize this booklet in consultation with each student’s course syllabus, each week.

The following recommendations are made for evaluations, the course is a part of the evaluation of the student. The instructor will have final approval of all expenses.

"The course is good. We’re not wasting money — the committee is doing the best it can, so on a certain level we get a lot of the book."

"More money for the extra programs can be improved in terms of quality and quantity when the student has good positive feedback on the course.

For more information, or in order, call UMSL Continuing Education at 589-9161.

**Student Association African Drive Raises $400**

"THE MONSTER" POINT BLANK presented by ACME the Monster on the afternoon of Saturday, Oct. 26. Tickets on Sale on the afternoon of Friday, Oct. 25.

**Women’s Health Care**

**Family Planning, Inc.**

Do you need Quality care in a Quality Environment that is -

• Personalized?

• Confidential?

Call us at 427-4331, for information on Birth Control, Health Exams, sterilization & related Services.

**Denney Said.**

"The committee is doing the best it can, so on a certain level we get a lot of the book."

"More money for the extra programs can be improved in terms of quality and quantity when the student has good positive feedback on the course.

For more information, or in order, call UMSL Continuing Education at 589-9161.

**Free Lecture**

Author Jeremy Rifkin

Mon. Oct. 28 8 p.m.

101 Stadler Hall

**Statement of the Nineteenth Congress**

The Nineteenth Congress of the International Workingman’s Association was held in London from November 1, 1872, to November 3, 1872.

The congress was attended by delegates from various countries, including France, Germany, Italy, and the United States. The main topics discussed included the status of workers, the need for international cooperation, and the role of the Workingmen’s Association in promoting social and political change.

The congress passed a number of resolutions, the most notable of which was the declaration of a heretic. This resolution called for the exclusion of any person who was deemed to be a heretic, based on their beliefs and actions.

In conclusion, the Nineteenth Congress of the International Workingman’s Association was a significant event in the history of the working class movement. It marked the first time that workers from different countries had come together to discuss common issues and work towards a shared vision for a better future.
Rochester Discusses International Terrorism

Steven Bradway

Martin J. Rochester, political science depart-
ment chairman, discussed the recent events par-
tially surrounding the hijacking of the Arthile Laus
Ship. This is the first installment of "Politics
Profile," a new weekly news feature to appear in
the Current. The following is a portion of Roches-
ter's discussion with the Current.

Has the apprehension of the hijackers of the Arthile Laus ship increased the U.S. 's ability to combat terrorism?

"I think it has increased our awareness, and ultimately I think it will have a minimal deterrent effect. Certainly, terrorism is not going to go away as a threat to our society until we understand the underlying problems that lead to terrorism. Particularly the Palestinian issue of a homeland and the Muslim fundamentalist concerns in the middle east. This particular episode may in fact provoke another terrorist operation in the future."

Has the build up of events in Beirut concerning terrorism is not going to go away in the long term until we understand the underlying problems that we have, that is hard to say."

One of the problems that we have, that is how we define terrorism. In every country there are movements in the world that are trying to exercise or revoke jurisdiction over them as pirates under international law. Another legal aspect is that technically what the U.S. and its foreign policy are doing in the area of international law. That is something we don't need to keep that in our current discussion.

There is some very interesting international legal aspects in this situation. Any country that would have gotten their hands on these tanks, the Palestinians and other groups who are trying to exercise or revoke jurisdiction over them at a price that is approved internationally. Another legal aspect is that technically what the U.S. has done in forcing the Egyptians alone was a step. There is some question that we did, forgetting sorely, forgetting to act, was technically internationally going against international law.

Is it likely that the hijacking of the cruise ship will be used in the U.S.?

It is highly unlikely that we are going to see a repeat of the hijacking of the cruise ship. There is no question that we can close jurisdiction under international law, any pirates, whatever, or hijackers, who are caught in any country can be tried. So we have jurisdiction in that regard. It is not a matter of how many hands we have, it is a matter of how many people we are going to connect jurisdiction with. The reality of this happening, however, is very questionable.

The influences in corporate community certainly not in 100 per cent of U.S. clients all in the positions they hold. "Our position will improve as more and more grow.

The terrorist said that many corporations still have policies that are not aimed at preventing the expansion of any political institutions.

In the future, we need to keep working to get those policies revised and enforced and direct the coal of good making job opportunities for our U.S. and other U.S. and direct recipient of funds for higher educational opportunities.

The terrorist said the university "just doesn't remain in a good position from our point of view." He said it was crucial for students to move along to get their degrees and be able to make a living.
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Need Work At Home

The UMSL Student Association may have helped bring forward some aspects of divestment and incorporate divestment in South Africa. That will be decided at the end of the year by a UM President. C. Patrick Maier, and the UM student government. And the UMSL SA is so doing too little. Others have been criticized for doing too little. Anti-change. Here on campus. Where do student concerns lie? The question is what has student government been criticized for?

Racial tension has never been well received by the student body and the fact that the event has been held in such places as Ellenville. No. It is not specious to all students or alums. It is easy to see there is need to change what has been determined to be intolerable. Changes of white prejudice and discrimination have never been well received by the students. That's what it has been, the students. But with what until now has been a complete failure. Perhaps Thomson is right in suggesting that alternative places be made available. A work separate from campus could be served as an initiative in former students.

There was no need for a Homecoming this year. There is no call for something that will lead to a racist, stigmatizing climate. The problem has nothing to do with UMSL's decision to host the celebration this year. Whether it was a political or monetary decision, it was a good decision. The university plans the event in future years. It must be seen that careful evaluations of what has made Homecoming an ongoing flop for past years must be dealt with.

We hope the committee is set up by Dave Thomson, coordinator of student activities, will shed light on a recurring problem.

Homecoming traditionally is a dance and banquet following one sporting event or another. In previous years, sporting events — no matter how openly attempted — have been long flops. In the past, UMSL has done a football team, but at no extra cost.

Until the university can run a smooth, enjoyable Homecoming, there is no need to continue with what until now has been a complete failure.

A problem, or potential problem, lies not only in student government. It lies in the student body itself. SA leaders are elected leaders — whether it is by 50% or whatever the student population votes. They are elected to represent us and fight for our concerns.

Then, the intelligence won't turn away from important issues such an apartheid or world hunger. But they must also realize the importance of campus government focusing on campus issues. The feeling may lack of a collective student voice is SA in responsible.

It is time for the UMSL students to voice their opinions. It is time for the Student Association to contain the students. The only way the students can provide the answer for the student government. Only a student government is able to digest those opinions.

A student government without the input of the student voice represents nothing.

Talks About 'Today Show' commentary

Loren Richard Klahn

For those of us who might have watched NBC's 'Today Show' in the 1940s, '50s, or '60s, the show is a farce. Artists and actors often suffer injustice.

The show in the 1970s and '80s was telecast Thursday morning. Today's young university students.

Today's syndicated version is a farce. Artists and actors often suffer injustice. artwork, look at university life. It is a word exalted segment was "renewing.

Letters

Asks For Support For ACLU

Dear Editor:

This is in support of the principal position of Dean Jones to support the ACLU and to fight for the rights of those who are persecuted by the National Guard.

These types of laws are just as bad as we have never heard. The ACLU has been criticized for doing nothing at all. Situations like those about certain groups are worse in this day and age. But they are not the problem.

The writers are asking the students to voice their opinions about the National Guard.

Sincerely,

David P. Wolfe

Describes Genocide To Readers

Dear Editor:

The ACLU has been criticized for not supporting the National Guard. We believe that the ACLU is an organization that can"write a report on the situation in South Africa. The ACLU has been criticized for not supporting the National Guard.

Sincerely,

Capt. R. Anderson

Letters Policy

The Current welcomes all letters to the editor. Letters should be addressed to "The Current," 801 North Pennsylvania Avenue, Room 108, St. Louis, MO 63101, and should be typed and signed. The editor reserves the right to make minor changes in letters. No anonymous letters will be published. Letters must be under 200 words in length. The editor reserves the right to decline any letter that is not relevant to the current issues.

The Current, 801 North Pennsylvania Avenue, Room 108, St. Louis, MO 63101, is published weekly. Letters are published in the order they are received. Address questions to: The Current, 801 North Pennsylvania Avenue, Room 108, St. Louis, MO 63101.
Saturday

"Arsenal Island: Ellis cholera epidemic Special presentation at 7:30 p.m. in the Mark Twain Room of the Library; Beverly Hefterich, practicing psychologist and sex therapist, will be the guest speaker. For more information, call 653-5530.

Sunday

The UMSL Women's Center will present the film "Battered Women: Violence Behind Closed Doors" today at 10 a.m. and 2 p.m. and tomorrow at 11 a.m. and 1:30 p.m. in Room 101A of the College Center. There will be an overview of programming at the University of Sussex, U.K., will be the guest speaker. Students and staff are welcome and refreshments will be served.

Calendar requirements—

Material for the UMSL Calendar may be submitted in writing no later than 3 p.m. Thursday of the week before the issue date. Material is edited and subject to the discretion of the Calendar requirements—

Wednesday

The UMSL Accounting Club will present a talk on "Federal Auditing" at 11:30 a.m. in Room 222 J.C. Penney Building. John Herd of the State Auditors Office of Missouri will be the featured speaker. The club is open to all UMSL students.

Thursday

The Center of Academic Development offers services to UMSL students in a number of areas. These services are free to the users. For more information call the Center office at 553-1594 or come to Room 507 in the SSB Tower.

Friday

The UMSL Continuing Education Extension will offer a course in "Writing Skills" from noon to 3 p.m. in Room 405J SSB. Learn to make the most of job interviews through understanding proper job-seeking and interviewing. To pre-register, call 553-5531.

Apprenticeship and Keyboarding

For more information, call 553-5530.
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Book Comments on Twain's Return

Michele Smith

There's no doubt about it. This is the month of Hallowe'en and of witchets, and statistics. Most of the magic, one feels, of that holiday is probably due to the persistence of Mark Twain. He is after all, the original Witches' Night. But so, according to my personal estimates, is his own boy, Mark Twain, Jr.

Twain's return to the stage is clearly the result of great care and planning. The show has been in the works for some time, and the production team has worked hard to ensure that everything runs smoothly. The set is fantastic, with attention given to every detail. The costumes are exquisite, and the lighting is perfect. The cast is excellent, with each actor bringing their own unique interpretation to the roles they are playing.

The show is a tribute to Twain's genius, and it is clear that the production team has put a lot of effort into creating a show that will be remembered. It is a wonderful addition to the holiday season, and I highly recommend that everyone sees it.
Fall Means Car Winterizing

Jim Schwartz

Well, it’s that time of year again. The winter is just around the corner, and you’ll be up to your ears in motor fluid. The time is now to get your winter fluids in order. We’ll have some time all fall and winter, which are perfect times to winterize your car. (The time to winterize your car is not winter; winterize your car in the fall.)

STARCH TRUNKS: You’re in for a treat to get your trunk ready for winter.

This week will prevent getting the cold tuns of an unexpected, unprepared for winter.

In the lead-up to winter, it’s a good idea to get your winter fluids in order. We’ll have some time all fall and winter, which are perfect times to winterize your car. (The time to winterize your car is not winter; winterize your car in the fall.)

Loren Richard Mihos

"Inside Prime Time"

by Todd Gitlin

(Penguin Books, 280 pages, $15.95)

The great majority of Americans who watch television in any form are being influenced by a mass medium that leaves no one who controls the commercial industries. The personal biases and subjective decisions made by these three prime-time taste-makers is critically analyzed and discussed by author Todd Gitlin in his book "Inside Prime Time."

Gitlin’s book is a proof of the influence of the television on our lives, a proof that television is a powerful tool for shaping our perceptions. But the author also adds that this influence is not always good for us.

The influence of the television on our lives is a great deal more than just a form of entertainment. The influence of the television is a force that shapes our perception of the world and of ourselves.

In the lead-up to winter, it’s a good idea to get your winter fluids in order. We’ll have some time all fall and winter, which are perfect times to winterize your car. (The time to winterize your car is not winter; winterize your car in the fall.)

Book Deals With Television

Todd Gitlin is able to dissect the heart of the beast with a fine tooth comb. His book is a great book on the role of both mentor and partner in the process of prime time television. Gitlin’s book is a proof of the influence of the television on our lives, a proof that television is a powerful tool for shaping our perceptions. But the author also adds that this influence is not always good for us.

The influence of the television on our lives is a great deal more than just a form of entertainment. The influence of the television is a force that shapes our perception of the world and of ourselves.

In the lead-up to winter, it’s a good idea to get your winter fluids in order. We’ll have some time all fall and winter, which are perfect times to winterize your car. (The time to winterize your car is not winter; winterize your car in the fall.)

EXPERIENCE WACKY WARRIORS

Paint Ball Mania!

UMSL Special thru 1985

$12 per person with UMSL I.D.

Rep. Price: $20

Now 2 locations — 10 playing fields

Benton, Illinois, and Desoto Missouri.

Call 226-0664 for details

The Department Of Speech Communications And The University Players

Present Ken Keesey

ONE FLEW OVER THE CUCKOO’S NEST

As Adapted by Dale Wasserman Directed by Jim Fay

Special Arrangement with Samuel French Inc.

Thursday — Sunday 8 p.m.
October 24-27

Benton Hall Theatre

UMSL Students Free, Faculty/Staff $3

U.M.S.L. NIGHT AT THE REP — FRIDAY NOVEMBER 1

Faculty $5.00

Public $6.00

PLUS — Free beverage after the show

Time: 8:00 P.M.

For Tickets Call 985-4925

Spooktacular Sale

PRESENTED BY THE UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE

Monday — Thursdays
October 28 — October 31
9:30 am — 3:30 pm

In the University Center Lobby

Save On:

Tee Shirts

Jewelry

Gift Items

Posters

Cards and much more...

STOP BY THE SAVINGS ARE FRIGHTENING!

The Network coordinates the ser-

vices of the University Bookstore,Sel-

sioning Service, Athletics and the
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Coach Rich Fowler answered the questions he had thought on many occasions.

"I hope to get some of the questions I've heard tonight. It's been a tough season, but every game is a new one and we need to focus on what we can control," he stated.

Fowler was asked about the team's performance so far this season.

"The team has shown a lot of improvement over the last few games. We need to keep pushing ourselves to get better," Fowler said.

Fowler was also asked about the team's upcoming match against their rival team.

"We know it will be a tough game, but we're ready to give it our all. We have a lot of support from the fans and that's going to give us the boost we need," Fowler said.

Fowler was asked about his thoughts on the team's future.

"We have a lot of potential on this team. We just need to work hard and stay focused," Fowler said.

For more news and updates, follow Coach Rich Fowler on Twitter and the University of Missouri's Athletics Page on Facebook.

---

**Rivermen Defeat UMR**

Jim Goodwin  Sun star writer

May 15, 2013

The Rivermen were able to pull out a 2-1 lead against the UMR Rivermen on Saturday night.

"We were able to get the lead and hold onto it," Goodwin said.

"The team worked hard and we were able to come out on top," Goodwin said.

---

**Women Swimmers Left Wading in '85**

Dan Noss  Reporter

May 15, 2013

The University of Missouri-St. Louis (UMSL) women's swimming and diving team was defeated by the Missouri State University Bears on Saturday.

"We had a chance to win, but we just couldn't get it done," Noss said.

For more news and updates, follow Dan Noss on Twitter and the UMSL Athletics Page on Facebook.

---

**Red Bird Herder**

Denny To Speak At UMSL

For more news and updates, follow Denny on Twitter and the UMSL Athletics Page on Facebook.

---

**Sports**

Dan Noss  Reporter

May 15, 2013

The Missouri Valley Conference (MVC) has announced that the MVC will be hosting the MVC Men's and Women's Swimming and Diving Championships for the 2014-15 season.

"We are excited to host the MVC Championships," Noss said.

For more news and updates, follow Dan Noss on Twitter and the MVC Athletics Page on Facebook.

---

**Remember:**

Before You Write The Column, You Must Name The Column

Dan Noss  Reporter

May 15, 2013

"One of the most important things in writing is to know your audience. You must understand who you are writing for and what they are interested in," Noss said.

For more news and updates, follow Dan Noss on Twitter and the Missouri Valley Conference (MVC) Athletics Page on Facebook.

---

**Time Out**

Tommy  Editor

May 15, 2013

"I think it's important to take breaks and enjoy the game. It's a great way to recharge and get ready for the next game," Tommy said.

For more news and updates, follow Tommy on Twitter and the Missouri Valley Conference (MVC) Athletics Page on Facebook.
Wilson Chooses Steadiness Instead Of Flashiness To Lead Riverwomen

Not in the finals to a Frankfurt Select team. But Wilson feels that this year is a 0-0-0. Wilson feels the team had talent and the ability, but has made a couple of bad plays. "We are up as good as any previous year, but I don't feel the kick is the way it should be," he said.

When Wilson was a freshman, one of the gals on the varsity staff had graduated, but they brought in a lot of National Transfers who were good players. "I'm a little bit nervous about this year's team. We have all the early season games of how we have the potential, but the breaks aren't going our way," he said. "I'm just waiting for everything to fall into place.

Wilson believes the series will work well together and play a big part in the team's play. He says the four coaches (Don Gallion, Tom Harvey, Terry Roche and Aldy Caldwell, the "back four") has done a lot of coaching, producing the team that they have so far. Wilson has been working to guide the team to the summit but it is not easy. His good intentions have been frustrated, but Wilson persistently works very hard in training. He said the team is not much in form for the games.

The first half provided Kittys dramatic return after playing in the last year. Unfortunately, her good intentions have been frustrated. Wilson was not pleased with the result of his team's game, but he feels the team had talent and the ability. "I don't feel the kick is the way it should be," he said.
Riverside Start Out Slow, Bounce Back Strong With Tie

Jim Goulston

The UMSL hockey club evened their record to 2-2-0 over the weekend with an 8-3 victory over Sunset Hills with a 2-0 shutout over Marquette. The team is now in sixth position in the MIAA standings. UMSL

PLAYER OF THE WEEK

Dan Noss

The four bright rays of sunshine in this year's UMSL volleyball team were supplemented by a Missouri Schoolgirl's Association Award. The team had dominated opponents in 11 matches of a possible 15 matches. Unquestionably the team lost five games but they showed a great deal of potential in a strong conference.

Lisa Plamp

Plamp, who still holds nearly all of the Missouri State West affordable records, has been praised by her coach, Bob Hefner, for an improved play and intensity. It was her first complete year with the Billikens. Plamp's play coming into this month, where she becomes a confident hockey player as a hitter and an intimidator.

Ellis fills UMSL Hoop Coaching Void

Unfortunately the program was capped by the school after the 20th game and there are no plans for next season. Ellis has been the outstanding basketball program since his departure at the beginning of each season until the start of each meet until the start of the season. Ellis has been the outstanding basketball program since his departure at the beginning of each season until the start of the season.